Speedrunning

When playing the normal way is boring

Giovanni Viviani
“Controllers are boring”
“Controllers are boring”

“Why don’t you use bananas then?”
Controllers are boring

Why don't you use bananas then?
Speedrunning
History of Speedrunning
PICKED UP A HEALTH BONUS.
LMP Hall of Fame website

DOOM Honorific Titles

COMPET-N
Simtel

Nightmare Speed Demos

Quake Done Quick
TAS

Tool Assisted Speedrun
How to speedrun?
HOURS UNTIL PAPER DEADLINE:
01:15:24

come on come on come on...
ding! new mail!
Super Mario Bros.
1985 - Nes
Super Mario Bros.
1985 - Nes

Avg. Completion Time: 2 hours
Super Mario Bros.
1985 - Nes

Avg. Completion Time: 2 hours

World Record: 4m 55s 796ms
Rolling
Glitching the physics engine
Out of bounds

Bunny Hopping

Wallclimbing
Youtube/Twitch

Speedrun.com

Conventions
Welcome to the finale of the item abuse series! Prepare for the most difficult challenges that will make you beyond frustrated!